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ABSTRACT 
The 5193 Rad/Scat, although ini t ia l ly programmed for operating in  the earth 
pointing mode, can be operated i n  the solar pointing mode as well. The usual 
coordinate systems for describing the 5193 i n  orbit are defined. The instructions 
for the operaticn r:' the Radiometer and Scatterometer are presented i n  terms of 
standard Eu'er cngle, ;u; these coordinate systems. A sample analysis for the 
Scatterometer i s  described. The relationships between the various Euler angles 
and phy.;ically meal;l~gt'ul orbit parameters i s  defined. 
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ANALYSIS OF CONDITIONS FOR OPERATING THE 
5193 RAD/SCAT IN SOLAR POINTING MODE 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The nominal attitude for operating the S193 i s  the earth pointing mode. 
However, under certain conditions i t  i s  possible to operate the 5193 from the solar 
pointing disposition. For the radiometer, the condition i s  simply that the antenna 
boresight be beneath the horizon. For the scatterometer, a range restriction similar 
to  the above condition must be true. I n  addition, the doppler return must be within 
the f i l ter bands for that pitch angle. In  general, i f  the vehicle i s  i n  solar pointing 
mode the lattercondition i s  not met. However, by yawing the vehicle about the 
solar pointing axis and executing a rol l  or pitch of the antenna on the gimbal mount 
it i s  possible for some positions in  the orbit to satisfy both conditions; the CTC 
mode i s  most general l y appl icabl e . 
DEFINITICNS OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
Earth Centered Coordinates:* The reference earth centered coordinate system 
i s  the Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) i n  which the origin i s  the center of the earth, 
the z-axis points toward the mean north pole of 1950.0, the x-axis points towards 
the vernal equinox of 1950, and the y-axis completes the right-handed coordinate 
system. A second Earth Centered Coordinate System i s  the Earth-Centered True 
(ECT) with the x-axis through the Greenwich meridian at GMT=O and the z-axis 
through the north pole at GMT=O. Note that the z-axis of these two coordinates 
systems are not coincident. I n  general, the conversion from ECI to ECT wi l l  involve 
a nutation, a precession, and a rotation of the ECI coordinates. A third earth 
centered coordinate system can be defined as ECR (Earth Centered Rotating) which 
rotates with the earth, with the z-axis towards the north pole and the x-axis 
towards the Greenwich Meridian. ECR can be obtained from ECT by a rotation of 
the angular displacement of the earth since GMT=O.O about the ECT z-axis. The 
A I \  A 
ECR coordinate axis, shown in Figure 1, w i l l  be X, Y, Z. 
* SKYLAB Parameter Formulation Document; change 4, May 29, 1973. 

Z-Local Vertical (ZLV): The z-axis points from the center of spacecraft 
to the center of the earth, the x-axis points along the direction of the tangential 
compcnent of the vehicle's velocity vector i n  the orbital plane, and the y-axis 
completes a right handed coordinate synstem. The ZLV unit vectors, shown in  
A ,! 
Figure 1, w i l l  be denoted as XI, Y , . For a circular orbit the x-axis and the 1 1  
velocity vector are colinear. 
Solar Inertial Coordinates (51): The z-axis points from center of spacecraft 
towards the sun, the x-axis lies i n  the vehicle's orbital plane and the y-axis corn- 
A h A  
pletes a right handed coordinate system X;, Yi,  Z i .  
Vehicle Coordinates (VEH) This coordinate system i s  deflned in  the vehicle 
A A A  
itself with the x-axis along the long cylindrical axis of the vehicle X2, Y2, Z2. 
The conversion to VEH coordinates i s  achieved by the yaw, pitch, and rol l  
attitudes Errors from ZLV or SI coordinates. 
Gimbal Mount Coordinates (GM): The gimbal mount coordinafe system i s  
centered at the gimbal mount and i s  defined* by mis~lignment error transformation 
I \ 
in yaw, pitch, and rol l  from the VEH axes X Y , z 3, 3 3' 
Antenna Line of Sight Axes (ANT): This coordinate system i s  centered at 
the antenna with the z-axis pointing in  the direction of the antenna boresight: 
ro l l  being a rotation about the GM x-axis, and pitch beiny a rotation about the 
A ,2 
GM y-axis: x4, Y ~ ,  z4. 
3.0 ANALYSIS 
The S193 has four data taking modes of operation.* I n  the in-track non- 
contiguous mode (ITNC), the antenna scans i n  five discrete steps beginning with a 
pitch angle of 48' and ending at nadir. The scan period i s  15.25 seconds. There 
i s  no rol l offset. 
I n  the in-track contiguous mode (ITC), the antenna scans continuously from 
48' to nodir with 0' roll angle. The scan time including flyback i s  approximately 
4.0 seconds. 
For the cross-track non-contiguous mode (CTNCXthe antenna scans in  f ive 
discrete steps beginning with a rol l  angle'of 48' and ending at nadir; the pitch 
*m-p6gram, t~tmnvest igators '  Information Book, MSC-07874, April 1973. 
offset i s  0'. The scan cycle execution time i s  15.25 seconds. The antenna slew 
can be either to the left, the right, or left then right of nadir. 
In the cross-track contiguous mode (CTC), there are two submodes. (1)  With 
a pitch offset of oO, the antenna scans - + 11.375' about a roll offset of oO, + 15.b0, 
- 
+ - 29.4'. The scan i s  i n  rol l  plus a pitch variation from +lo to -lo during the scan 
to insure that the target cel Is l ie  i n  the cross-track plane. The scan time i s  2.2 seconds. 
(2) With a rol l  offset of oO, the antenna executes a rol l  excursion of + 11.375' 
- 
about a pitch offset of O.oO, 15.6', 29.4', or 40.1'. The +lo to -lo pitch 
variation occurs for the reason sighted above. The scan time i s  2.2 seconds. 
The RAD and SCAT are operated jointly i n  the ITNC, ITC, and CTNC modes. 
I n  the CTC mode the data acquisition can be operated RAD only, SCAT only, or 
jointly. 
The transformation from VE H to GM coordinate systems involves the mechanical 
misalignment error. These errors were established during the installation of the S193 
onto the SKYLAB vehicle and have a maximum value of 0.15' for each of the three 
Euler angles. I n  the analysis to fcllow, these misalignment errors w i l l  be ignored. 
Also, the VEH to GM (A?) transformation involves a translation from the center 
" 
of the vehicle to the center of the Girnbcl Moult .  Again, since this distance i s  
small compared to the range of the antenna, i t  wrl l  be ignored. 
I 
The other source of error usually associated with the  norm^! Lperation of the 
5193 i s  the vehicle attitude errors, which indicate the misalignment of the vehicle 
centered coordinates from ZLV. For the S I  operation a similar type of attitude error 
i s  present.* In  general, this error can involve angles of significant mcgnitude. To 
compensate for this deviation another Euler angle transformation could be introduced 
separately, or incorporated with the attitude error transformalion from VEH to ZLV 
to obtain an exact analysis. The crit ical point i n  these attitude errors would be the 
accuracy with which they can be described and also their prcdictabilit).. A l l  that 
i s  required i s  that they be known to within - +lo one day before the anticipated use of 
the 5193 SCAT, so that the available doppler angle width can be correctly adjusted, 
Private communication with Aldo krdano NASA-JSC-FCD. 
3.1 Euler Angle Transformations 
We can move the antenna boresight from one coordinate system to another 
by applying an Euler angle transformation. A general rotation i s  defined i n  the 
following manner. * 
Begin with the coordinate axis xl yl z. 
Rotate an angle 5 about the z-axis to get 5 ,  r l ,  I. 
Rotate an angle 9 about the y a x i s  to get 5 ,  q , z: 
Finally, rotate about the z-axis by an angle '4 to get x' , y', 2 ' .  
For a l l  three rotations, a positive angle i s  a rotation i n  the counter clockwise 
direction. Let A denote the transformation matrix. 
A = BCD & 1. 
D =  
C = 
I f  R' i s  some vector defined i n  the primed coordinate system, we can re-express 
it i n  terms of the unprimed coordinates by applying the inverse transformution 
Let A represent the transformation from ECR to ZLV. A i s  defined by the Euler 1 1 
angles C1, el, ( i l l ,  and i s  physically related to the latitude, longitude, and orbital 
inclination angle of the vehicle. Let A2 represent the transformation ZLV to VEH. 
A2 i s  defined by the Euler angles C2, 0 2, $21 and i s  related to the sun angle, latitude 
and longitude of the sub-solar point together with the SI to VEH attitude errors, or 
solely by the ZLV ro VEH attitude errors. Likewise A3 and A4 are defined by 
rotations into the GM and ANT coordinate systems. I n  general i f  we want to 
express a vector defined in  one coordinate system in  terms of a second coordinate 
system we simply premul t iply by the proper transformation. 
'Goldstein, Herbert; Clo:sical Mechanicsl pp. 107-109, Addison Wesley; 
Reading, Massachuse?ts, 1963. 
A 
For example the antenna boresight (Z4) in  terms of ZLV coordinate would be 
i n  general 
The preceding results are summarized i n  the following table. 
Coordinate - System Unit Vectors Vector Transformation to Preceeding Caordir?nte: 
ECI 
ZLV 
VE H 
GM 
ANT 
Similarly, these four coordinate transformation could be defined i n  terms 
of the usual yaw, pitch, and roll transformations. Yaw being a rotation about the 
z-axis; pitch, a rotation about the transformed y-axis; and roll, a rotation about the 
transformed x-axis. 
A= RPY 
4 - 1  - 1  - 1  ' 
Or R'=Y P R R. 
I n  general, the type of matrix used to define a transformation i s  determined 
by the convenience of incorporating the available ephemeris data. 
i t i :  R ;= 6371. Km. 
Grat!i ta l !!cishi: H - 435 K I ~  
Figure 2. 
7 
3.2 Conditions for Radiometer Operation 
The only criterion for operation of the 5193 radiometer while the SKYLAB 
i s  i n  solar pointing disposition i s  that the antenna LOS vector must be below the 
horizon. The problems of doppler filters and range gates attendant to tbe Scattero- 
meter are na! present for operation of the passive device. To optimi'c ,i u , ,C~rmance 
of the Radiometer, a minimum earth incidence angle i s  debired. ; .-#is effect: .. 
reduction in the size of the resolution cell. This can be achieved by operating the 
Radiometer i n  a CTC mode in conjunction with a vehicle yaw about the scigr axis. 
I n  the CTNC, ITC, or ITNC modes of operation, the antenna w i l l  sweep to a 
maxiriiurn ~ n g l e  of 48.0' on each scan. The optimum choice w i l l  depend upon the 
attitude of the vehicle relative to the sun and earth. 
I n  the event of no or portial cloud cover, i t  would be desirable to hbve the 
5190 camera employed simultaneously with the 51 93 Radiometer to provide ground 
truth information. Also, the cameras would unambiguously identify exactly where 
the radiometer antenna was pointed since the center of the S190 picture would 
locate the GM z-axis. This would be particularly helpful i f  the exact attitude of 
the vehicle with respect to ZLV could not be determined. 
Let rl be the angle betweerl the antenna boresight and the tangent at surface of the 
earth at the point of incidence, see Figure 2. Assuming that the earth i s  a sphere, 
t o  minimize the angle of incidence implies maximizing rl . Cos (A) i s  the direction 
cosine between zl and z4; 
& L A =  $ l o t ,  
- AkAhc~09 - h ' t  
R - R+ /y - - -  at the horizon Q =0 A"+ # 
mAy 1 = dH = ,936, /P/ n821/2/9/ R *rud H. 
Aflhj = 6 ~ d . O  
A i 6 9 . S .  
A'  represents tlie misalignment between the vehicle coordinate axes and the 3 
GM axes. I n  genera:, these errors are small and con be ignored to a first approxirna- 
Consequently use Ag to represent the 51 to VEH attitude errors. Further 
more, assume that this error consists only of a yaw. A2 wi l l  be the ZLV to 51 
transformation. 
a i s  the yaw angle about the solar axis. 
0 
1 0 
0 
9 i s  the antenna pitch angle offset v 4 
T i s  the pitch excursion of + - lo (applies only to CTC mode) 
Y i s  the rol l  angle offset 
r i s  the ro l l  excursion of - + 11.375' (applies only to CTC mode). 
The general condition i s  shown in Appendix I, and i s  written for refere r OW: 
For I T  NC 
r r  t= &=O' 
4 = oaf 15.6', 29.40f 40.1°, 48' 
CO+ --*;.B,ks;.g.~.;q-6$+&4-g ~ a a - 6 ,  
- 17.4 &By 
For ITC the restraints are same except 8 i s  now continuous. 4 
For CTNC 
t =  + f = O o  
Y =  0: / ~ : r  5 274; 43,; r f o o  
cos X = 
. /  + L * z , %  oazd-'Y+&.4 &L*-).P~;\~.LII 
--*a c~oB+ -8 
For CTC 
t = ~ o ' , .  T =  E =  ? / ~ . 7 7 ~ ~ ~ ;  B ? : O : / J ~ ~ ;  2 % ~ :  YGV* 
i=-;.8,-&&h4'-~-*r.rl'-(~ + p j m f ] + d r ; u & =  V! 
rG&q-r+ crrql-;.(&+t>md- c a & : b ( B y + ~ ~  a E 
The Euler angles S2 and :* are functions if the vehicle orbital position and the 
position o f  the sun. 
One simple criterion for selecting the optinlum mode is to select that which 
minimizes the resolution cell, thct i s ,  minimizes the angle h .  Another possible 
cri terion would be to select A, such that the incidence angles for the radiometer l ie  
wi th in a specified bound, i.e. angle 1 i s  equa! to  a threshold value. 
3.3 - Conditions for Scatterometer Operation 
'The two conditions affecting the operation of  the scatterometer in SP mode 
are the dappler bandwidth and the range gates. The range gate sets an upper l imi t  
on the angle ; (as defined i n  Section 3.2) which w i l l  be less than the 69.5' l imi t  
established by the earth's radius and tha> orbital height. 
A: mentioned i n  the introduction, the second restriction on the operation of 
the scattcrometer pertain5 to the doppler f i l ter  banks. I n  general, i f  the antenna 
boresight i s  oriented such that there i s  a component of signal propagation along the 
direction of  motion,the frequency of the signal w i l l  be doppler shifted by an amount 
proportional to  the cosine of the angle between th~s antenna LOS and the di.ection of 
rnotim. There w i l l  he a similar shift for the sicnal return. To provide for this, the 
SCAT employs f i l ter  bands each wi th  a f in i te bandwidth centered on the doppler 
shifted frequency. The selection of the f i l ter bank used i s  determined by the pitch 
angle of the antenna LOS. The bandwidth of the filter bank defines a doppler angle 
width about the pitch argle. Any signal which i s  transmitted and received beyond 
these limits i s  attenuated excessive4y.. 
Consider the following example: Suppose that the antenna has been moved to 
a pitch position of 15.6'. Assume that the doppler angle width i s  + - 5'. I f  the 
vehicle i s  i n  the ZLV position then the doppler angle w i l l  be the complement of the pitch 
angle or 74.4'. For the SP operation the centroid of the doppler f i l ter banks i s  st i l l  
determined by the pitch angle of the antenna on the Gimbal Mount. However, this p i t rh  
angle i s  no longer equal tu the complement of the doppler angle (the angle between 
antenna LOS and the direction of motion). I n  the SP mode the only degree of freedom 
available which can correct this discrepancy i s  a yaw about the solar axis. This 
procedure i s  more readily applied to the CTC mode o f  c?eration. I t  must be insured that 
the entire - + 11 .37s0 roll excursion lies within the doppler angle width. 
The doppler bandwidfhr and doppler angle widths are determined by the 3 dB 
points of the filter banks (given i n  the table below). 
Pitch Angle Doppler Bzndvridth* Filter Bandwidth Angle Width 
0.0" 17.055 153 5.45O 
Column 4 of this table includes a margin for the antenna beamwidth, which i s  taken 
to be 1.5'. For the sake of convenience, the doppler angle width can be assumed to 
be constant for al l   itch angles at - + 5.5'. 
Once again, ignoring the misalignment errors between the vehicle and the 
gimbal mount, the doppler condition requires that the angle between the antenna 
boresight and the direction of motion be equal to the complement of the antenna 
pitch angle. Here we have assumed a circulcr orbit. 
* For a beamwidth of 1 
The general relationship i s  shown in Appendix 1 ,  and i s  written below for reference: 
E A /  
s i m p  = X , * ~ L ,  ~ 1 ~ 3  & n  Y'- Q4 ~ t ~  5% ~ ~ 3 1 4  bn ~ ( ~ + ~ ) - ~ ; , p , ; ~ ~ + ~ )  
* SS ( X + E ) ]  + [- StkW2&r2- 6025.; $cS YzI 
~r bscw* ht;(h1tc) + ~kors . ; (~~+ T) & ( C + ~ ) J  
+ [ : 5 \ ~ e L ~ ~ Y J [ - ~ s  (q+r)~,(y+El~ 
For ITNC and ITC 
- 
- P " ~ + ? L  e ] r - d ~ B , I f A G & . & r ; ~ ~ B u )  
.? (4 -6) 
For fixed 42t C2, e2, 2 ,  this relationship must be true for O4 from 0' through 48'. 
6 i s  the doppler angle width as defined in the table above. 
For CTNC 
.t = @, =r  = 0" 
,?= i 9840' Ofl +4f5L-9f4 
For f ixed <2, 5, s2, ~ n d  x, this relationship must hold for a l l  Y's. 
For CTC 
Must hold for 
E s  - / , ! 3 7 ~ ~ '  ; 2. - + j  0 
and 
t =  9 / / . 3 ' 7 ~ ' ~ ;  2.: - y o  
For CTC 
+I-- 9% @+-PI- ~ b r @ t ~ r , - ~ ] [ ; ~ ~ d - [ b + C ~ t ~ ~ ~ - * ~ e n @ + ~ ]  
Must hold for 
Y I P "  
6 = +/~37d-*;  7 : + 2  * 
€ = - / / 3 7 d - O ;  T = - I 0  
and for 
'4's~~ 
f = .  -/,!33J0; 7: 31' 
E t +//. 371r-O; 2 = - 2 * 
Inspection of  these conditions indicates that the CTC zero pi tch mode i s  most 
useful, while the use of ITC and ITNC i s  marginal. 
The range condition on the scatterometer i s  determined by the transmit-receive 
t iming sequence. The maximum ongle \ (as defined in Figure 2) for fu l l  signal 
integration time i s  54.1' for a pi tch angle less than 48O, and 55.9' for a pi tch angle 
o f  48'. See Appendix 11 for details. 
3.3.1 Simplified Analysis of Scat Operation in  CTC 0' Pitch Mode 
A detailed analysis has been carried out for the operation of the Scatterometer 
i n  the CTC 0' pitch mode. I n  this treatment the mechanical misalignment errors, as 
well os the - + lo pitch excursion have been ignored. Furthermore, this analysis was 
performed using coordinate axis different from those defined i n  Section 2.0 of this 
paper. Other than confusing the point, this discrepancy makes no difference i n  the 
results. The results of the analysis are parcmeterized i n  terms of two angles which are 
independent of the coordinate system used to define them. 
These two angles were u , the sun angle and R (this angle w i l l  be used agaiv 
in Section 3.4 with the same definition), the angle between the direction of motion 
and the x-axis of the vehicle. I n  standard coordinates the second angle i s  defined as 
c& n = 2, i2' 
Since the Scat has a zero   itch offset, the doppler angle w i l l  be 90'. This 
leads to the condition for determining the yaw necessary to achieve this condition. 
The requirement that the ro l l  excursion remain within> the doppler width angle I 
leads to I 
and the range condition i s  expressed as 
A computer program was written to investigate the usable region i n  Q, u space 
for Scat operation which would satisfy the above conditions. 
The range of the two parameters were 
o0tn 5 YO* 
0' < 90* 
this range of u implies that the local time as determined at the vehicle was restricted 
to the period from 6:00 to 18:OO hours. I t  i s  the range restriction which renders the 
other 12 hours in  the vehicle day useless. Ttic range of i? from 0 to -90' i s  a mirror 
image of the onc Investigated. Figure 3 and Figure 4, show the results o f  the study, 
The shaded area indicates the usable values of  :I and L!. Thc doppler restriction can 
be solved analyt ical ly and i s  shown CIS one of the bounds on the usable area. The range 
restriction was more complicated and t l r  boundary shown was determined numcrically. 
The program stepped th~ough the angles i n  one degree increments and i s  tlicrefore precise 
to  one degree. However, i t  was designed to il lustrate tlic capabil i ty of tlic Scat rather 
than to  provide usable information for a real time opcration. 
The l ist ing of  the program appears i n  Section 3.3.2, as we1 l as a sample of the 
output which includes the yaw required to  achieve zero dopp'lcr shift and the earth 
incidence angle o f  the resulting antenna LOS. 
Figure 3. Values of C! and 11 For Which 51 93 Scat Can Be Used 
In CTC Pitch 0°, Roll 15.6 Mode. 
Figure 4. Values of Q and :. For Which S193 Scat Can Be 
Used in CTC Pitch 03, Roll 29.4' Mode. 
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3.4 Relationship Between Euler Angles and Skylab Ephcrncrides 
In order to use the preceding relationships effectively i t  i s  necessary to 
express the Euler angles for transformations A and A i n  terms of available orbit 1 2 
information. 
Often, and i n  particular, for post f l ight analpis, the SKYLAB ephemerides 
data w i l l  be available or at lecst obtainable. I n  this case a l l  the angles necessary 
to completely describe the position and orientation of the vehicle would be available. 
A detailed analysis could then be conducted. However, h ~ r  :?reflight analysis, accurate 
SKYLAB Data i s  generully not available. What i s  presented below i s  a first order 
appro xi ma ti or^ of the ECR to ZLV to S I  transformations bassd on the assumption of 
a circular orbit with nominal inclination and reasonah nvledge of the vehicle's 
anticipated orbit in  terms of latitude, longitude, and : I 
The transformation A, from ECR to ZLV coordinort system has been defined 
in terms of the Euler angles Cl, 0 l, '4 . These can be further defined with respect 
to the vehicle's iatitude, longitude and orbital inclination angle, Figure 1. 
I n  terms of the Euler angles the ZLV unit vectors i n  ECR coordinates are 
I n  terms of sph-rital polar too  dlnates 
/!!a & b  \ they can be expressed 
By equating the entrics of these two vectors we find. 
8 - m e  CI;L 1 -  
8,z-e  (Note: this chckr  of sign!, was arbitrary). 
rn 
c d '  & p  (Note: s ink)  can never be zero for the SKYLAB 
. . 
brbi t). 
(Sign de ter~ ined by ascending or descending pass). 
e = 90°t latitude (North latitudes are positive;. south latitude are 
ncgctive) 
f = 180°t longitude (East longl!udes are positive; west iongi!udes are 
negative) 
c = 180%orbital inclination angle 
Expressing the Euler angles of A, in  terms of the orbit ephemerides produces 
.. 
additional difficulties. To facilitate this discussion, assume that the m y  from the sun 
to the centcr of theearth isparallel to the ruy from the sun to the vehicle. The 
validity of this approximation i s  demonstrated i n  Appendix 111. This implies that the 
two rays (the second of which i s  Z )have the same orientotior~ in  ECR coordinates, 2 t Consider the fol lowing equivalent repysentation of the transformation Ai: 
A \ ,\ 
rotate 180~about  il to get XI, Y1, Z,. 
A P, ii' 
rotate an angle C about Y to get X2, Y,, Z1 (this leaves X2 in the orbital plane) 
A A 
finally rotate an angle i about X to gel X 9 , 1 2 2' 2 2 
I n  terms of these rotations 
t By equating the entries of the two forms for A2 we find 
&B,= -g 4- + J I - W L ~  -9' 
The angles 0 and i, can now be expressed i n  terms of the sun angle (u), the 
sun's latitude and longitude, and the other orbit information mentioned above. The 
sun angle i s  actually a redundant, though useful parameter. How this angle i s  related 
to the other cphemericlcs i s  d-.monstrctcd Ir,  ,\ppcndi:: !\I. The sr;n'; latitude and 
longitude actually refer to  the location of the point of incidence at the surface of 
the earth with the ray joining the centers of the earth and sun. 
A A 
Denoting Z in  terms 2 
A 
where Z' i s  the same From the sun's 2 
latitudes and longitudes we define 
i = 90'- latitude North latitude i s  positive 
South Intitude i s  negative 
j - longitude 
Then 
East longitude i s  positive 
West longitude i s  negative 
Using the definiiion thdt 
- 
This equation plus the equal ity of the x and y components of the vector above yield 
after some algebra 
where i, j, e, f, c,dl are defined earlier in this section. The signs of the functicns 1'  
can be determined by inspection of the sun unit vector in ZLV coordinates. 
3.5 Minimal Input Simulation Program 
To achieve the capability of providing pre-fl ight analysis for solar pointing 
operaticn, a sirnulaticn program was developed. Essentially, the prosram consists 
of a stripped down version of the SKYLAB simulation program available at the 
University of Kansas. I t  incorporates the transformations from ANT to ECR 
coordinates and tests the doppler and range conditions for SCAT mode. The program 
inputs consist of the predicted latitude, longitude, and GMT of the ve l i i c l~ ,  the 
sun's declination and equation of tin;.: (approximate numbers are obtainable from any 
physical geography text), the antenna pitch and roll angles desired, and the user's 
best guess as to what the vehicle attitude errors wi l l  be. To provide approximate 
analjses from this minimum of input data several assumptions were made. These 
included a circular orbit, spherical earth, and nominal earth radius, orbital 
radius, and orbital inclination angle (although the latter parameters con be . 
convienently varied). The important features of the program are contained into 
subrcutines: SETA2 and SETA2. The listings appear i n  the following sections. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS PUUa 
This analysis demanstrates the wide range of f lexibi l i ty available for operating 
the S193 RAD/SCAT. Although originally designed to be specifically used in  the 
ZLV mode, the instrument can also be used in, the solar potnting mode. The RAD 
can successfully take data for greater than half of each orbit even in  SP mode; the 
SCAT i s  functional over a somewhat smaller range. 
Since the CTC mode has a RAD only option, continual RAD can be acquired 
from before vehicle sunrise to after vehicle sunset with a minimum of operator 
attention. Occasionally, the pitch or roll offset would have to be changed to 
maintoin the antenna LOS below the horizon. Due to the complication of the 
doppler condition, the SCAT can only be operated over specific targets for a short 
duration of time during a non-ZLV pass. However, i t  seems reasonable that some 
scan mode can be at least partially successful i n  covering any target during a 
daylight pass. 
This paper also presents the relationships between the Euler angles characterizing 
the ECR to ZLV and ZLV to SI transformations in  terms of the orbit ephermides most 
readily available for preflight analysis. This facilitates determining the location 
of the target cells andl likelihood of satisfying the doppler condition on the SCAT. 
What cannot be determined accurately preflight are the vehicle altitude errors, 
which i n  some cases can be quite sizable. However, an iterative approach spanning 
a range of yaw, pitch, and ro l l  angles can be used to evaluate the probability for 
successful SCAT operation. 
APPENDIX I 
The direction cosines associated with the range and the doppler angle are 
defined as follows: 
/' 
Let Zh represent the antenna boresight in ZLV coordinates 
Let P be the doppler angle 
APPENDIX 11 
Maximum range as determined by scat transmit-receive timing. For ful l  signal 
integration the first pulse transmitted must be the present over the entire integration slot. 
TIME: T =(Scat Integrate start) - (Scat Transmit Start) 
RANGE: R = 0.50 x T x C 
8 Where C meed of liaht = 3 x 10 meters/sec. 
- 
Lambda: X = arccos 
-- 
h = orbital h e i g h t ~  6371 km 
r = earth radius 2 435 km 
9, # 48" 
T = 5.339 - 0.019 msec 
R = 798 km 
A =  54.1039~ 
P4 = 48' 
T = 5.649 - 0.019 msec 
R = 844 km 
= 55.8894' 
* G. E. Calibration Data Report Flight Hardware, Vol. 1 A, RcvD, 22 March 1973. 
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APPENDIX 111 
The definition of the sun angle i s  illustrated i n  the figure below 
Ry i s  the distance from the center of the earth to tbe vehicle 
Rs i s  the distance from the center of the sun to tho center of the earth 
Using the law of sines and then the law at cosines we find 
Now the cos u'can be approximated by a Taylor series expansion 
-5 The ratio (R JRs) i s  approximotcly of the order of 4 x 10 . 
APPENDIX I V  
The sun angle can eosily be determined from the vehicle latitude and longitude, 
the sun latitude and the Greenwich Mean Time. 
0, = 909-latitude of vh i c le  North latitude i s  positive 
South latitude i s  negative 
5 = longitude of vehicle East longitude i s  positive 
West longitude i s  negative 
O2 = 90% latitude of sun Same convention as above 
C2 = longitude of sun = -(GMT-12.00 hr. and Delta) x 15 deg/hr. * 
Using these definition in  ECI coordinates 
/LA 6, - 1-1 
* Delta -? diffcrcrlcc between the apparent and mean solar times, oftcn referred 
to as the equation of time. Dcltu varies fromi-17 to -17 minutes during the 
year. 
